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Abstract: This article develops an explanation for patterns of industrial specializa-

tion in emerging high-technology industries through a comparative analysis of

wind and solar sectors in China, Germany, and theUnited States. Although govern-

ments have held similar industrial policy goals in the support of renewable energy

industries, firms in all three economies have established distinct innovative capa-

bilities in response to the policies of the state. This article shows that firms utilize

both legacy institutions and engage in relational learning in global networks to

carve out distinct niches in emerging industries. Based on an original dataset of

more than 200 firm-level interviews, the article suggests that the rise of global

value chains has widened the space for national diversity in industrial specializa-

tion. Firms no longer have to establish the full range of skills required to bring an

idea from lab to market, but can specialize and collaborate with others. In this

context, firms respond to industrial policy by incrementally building on existing

industrial capabilities and by relying on familiar public resources and institutions,

even in emerging industries. These findings point to the role of industrial legacies

in shaping firms’ positions in global value chains and show that firms are active

agents in maintaining distinct industrial specializations and domestic institutions

under conditions of globalization.

doi:10.1017/bap.2016.5

1. Introduction

Comparative political economists have long studied the effects of globalization on

industrial organization. Literatures have documented how, in the 1990s, new
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digital technologies suddenly allowed for the electronic transmission of digital

design blueprints to far-away production locations.1 These technological

changes presented new options for the geographical separation of innovation

and production and facilitated the rise of global value chains.2 Other literatures

have pointed to the role of financial markets in rewarding the reorganization of

global industries and the decline of the vertically-integrated firm.3 Subsequent

studies have examined the governance of global value chains and their impact

on economic development and industrial upgrading.4

This scholarship has investigated how changes in the global economy have

affected the geographical location and patterns of industrial specialization of exist-

ing industries—automobiles, textiles, electronics, among others. Through a com-

parative analysis of wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) sectors in China, Germany,

and the United States, this article develops an explanation for patterns of industrial

specialization in emerging industrial sectors. Barely three decades old, commercial

wind and solar industries developed after the rise of global value chains and

without the presence of incumbent firms and existing production structures

common to established industries. The production of wind turbines and solar

panels did not reach scale-economies until the early 2000s, after China’s 2001

WTO accession unleashed a rapid shift of manufacturing capacity to Asia (see

Figure 1).5

However, even in new and emerging industries, cross-national variation in

industrial specialization persists. Instead of competing head-on, renewable

energy firms in China, Germany, and the United States have specialized in distinct

varieties of innovation, frequently playing complementary roles in the develop-

ment of new technologies. For example, in the United States the vast majority of

wind and solar firms are startups with skills in the invention of new technologies,

but with far fewer capabilities in commercialization and production. In 2009, out of

one hundred U.S. solar PV firms, at least seventy-three were startups working on

next-generation solar technologies.6 By contrast, most German wind and solar

firms are small and medium-size businesses that use their skills in customization

and small-batch production of components and complex production equipment

to compete in global markets. More than seventy German firms are offering

1 Baldwin and Clark (2000).

2 Berger (2005), Chapter 4; Powell (2009); Sturgeon (2002).

3 Chandler and Hikino (1997); Davis (2009).

4 Berger and Locke (2001); Breznitz (2007); Gereffi et al. (2005); Steinfeld (2004); Sturgeon et al.

(2008).

5 Berger (2013), 40–41.

6 Knight (2011), 176.
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production equipment for the PV industry and more than 170 firms develop and

produce components for the wind sector, compared to less than a dozenmanufac-

turers of solar panels and wind turbines.7 In China—which is often portrayed as a

recipient of technology transfers, rather than a contributor to innovation—large

wind and solar manufacturers have focused on R&D required for commercializa-

tion and scale-up of novel technologies. Among early entrants into wind and solar

industries, Chinese firms were the first to bring wind and solar technologies to

mass production as a result of such skills.8

These patterns of industrial specialization contrast sharply with the goals of

policy-makers. Despite rapidly declining costs, renewable energy technologies

are in many cases not yet competitive with conventional sources of energy, requir-

ing subsidies or regulation to stimulate demand.9 Governments, of course, have

justified such policy interventions and the related public investments in clean

energy on environmental grounds. However, as political support for renewable

energy has depended on the promise of tangible benefits for the broader

economy, governments have also pursued industrial policy goals in their

support for wind and solar technologies.10 Renewable energy policies, including

Figure 1: Global Production of Wind Turbines and Solar Panels in Megawatt (MW)
Source: Data compiled by Earth Policy Institute 2015.

7 Arbeitsgemeinschaft Windenergie-Zulieferindustrie (2012); Germany Trade & Invest (2010);

Germany Trade & Invest (2011b).

8 Nahm and Steinfeld (2014).

9 For an overview of national renewable energy strategies, see, for instance, REN21 (2012).

10 Zysman and Huberty (2013).
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R&D subsidies and policies to stimulate market demand, have sought to nurture

vertically-integrated industries that can invent, commercialize, and produce com-

petitive renewable energy technologies to generate such economic rewards

domestically.11

What factors determine cross-national patterns of industrial specialization in

such new and emerging industries? This article suggests that the globalization of

production has widened the space for national diversity in industrial specialization

and has allowed firms to replicate domestic industrial legacies for application in

new sectors. Innovative capabilities that were once organized within large firms

are now distributed across firms in global industries, including manufacturing

firms in developing economies. In this context, firms no longer need to establish

the full range of engineering skills required to bring an idea from lab to market, but

can specialize and access complementary capabilities through collaboration with

other specialized firms. Instead of converging on similar skills and competing with

others head-on, wind and solar firms can contribute to global networks of innova-

tors with niche capabilities.

In this context, firms respond to industrial policy by incrementally developing

existing industrial capabilities, often through the repurposing of familiar public

resources and domestic legacy institutions for application in new sectors.

Globalization—by creating new opportunities for collaboration in global net-

works—has enabled firms to sustain these existing institutions as they seek out

competitive niches in emerging sectors. The findings point to the importance of

domestic institutions and relational learning in global networks in shaping firms’

responses to industrial policy, moving beyond existing literatures that see indus-

trial specialization primarily as the result of either sticky institutions at the domes-

tic level or structural characteristics of global value chains.

The article begins with a brief review of the literature on industrial specializa-

tion under conditions of globalization. The empirical section that follows docu-

ments industrial policies for wind and solar sectors in China, Germany, and the

United States. The article proceeds with a discussion of how firms responded to

sectoral policy intervention by incrementally building on existing industrial capa-

bilities through the use of legacy institutions. The final empirical section docu-

ments how collaboration in global networks enabled firms to engage in

relational learning while maintaining such distinct national specializations over

time. The article concludes with a discussion of the broader implications of

these findings.

11 On protectionism in solar and wind industries, see Lewis (2014a, 2014b).
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2. Globalization, Industrial Specialization, and the
Global Division of Labor

Increasing international competition, declining transport and communication

costs, and new flows of goods and capital across national borders have long

prompted scholars to question the ability of the state to shield national systems

of social protection, domestic institutions, and national industrial practices from

the pressures of the global economy.12 More than thirty years after these

debates first emerged, it has become clear that increasing economic integration

has not erased variation across national political economies. States have not con-

verged in terms of the institutions that govern the domestic economy, nor in terms

of patterns of industrial capabilities possessed by firms.13 Even where changes in

the international economy have created pressures for reform, distinct national

political economies have been preserved in the process of economic

liberalization.14

National patterns of industrial specialization in wind and solar sectors, two

emerging high-tech industries, are no exception to this trend. This is the case

even though renewable energy policies in China, Germany, and the United

States bear resemblance to one another and have followed similar industrial

policy goals: governments in all three economies have employed subsidies for

renewable energy markets and financial incentives for R&D with the goal of creat-

ing vertically-integrated domestic renewable energy sectors.15 Yet, wind and solar

industries display remarkable cross-national variation in the types of industrial

capabilities that firms possess in different economies. Firms in China, Germany,

and the United States contribute distinct innovative capabilities to the develop-

ment of global renewable energy sectors and show few signs of becoming more

alike.

Existing literatures have investigated cross-national variation in firm capabil-

ities from two different perspectives. A first group of studies, on global value chains

(GVC), has attributed the industrial division of labor to linkages between firms that

underpin the organization of the global economy and structure learning and

knowledge transfers among firms.16 Broadly concerned with the ability of firms

and nations to upgrade to high value-added activities, the GVC literature has

12 Berger (1996); Berger and Piore (1980); Ernst and Ravenhill (1999); Keohane and Milner

(1996); Streeck (2009).

13 Breznitz (2007).

14 Thelen (2014).

15 REN21 (2015).

16 Lee (2010), 2990–93.
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examined barriers for firms from developing economies to emulate the capabilities

of firms in advanced economies.17 Such scholarship initially differentiated among

producer-driven and buyer-driven chains, each subject to different opportunities

for upgrading. Highly hierarchical producer-driven chains, managed by vertically-

integrated enterprises that control the entire production system through direct

ownership or subcontractors, offer few opportunities for learning or upgrading.

In buyer-driven chains, lead firms source from a wide range of independent sup-

pliers in global networks. With less control concentrated in the hands of individual

firms and less hierarchical relationships among firms within the chain, lead firms

in buyer-driven chains more frequently become sources of technology and knowl-

edge for developing-economy firms.18

More fine-grained typologies of buyer-driven chains have subsequently

focused on the ways in which power relationships between suppliers and lead

firms, the technological complexity of interactions, and the properties of contem-

porary manufacturing technologies facilitate the flow of knowledge toward devel-

oping economies.19 The development of modular production technologies, in

which complex design blueprints can be electronically transmitted to distant pro-

duction locations, has lowered barriers to entry for firms in developing economies.

However, studies have shown that this ability to geographically separate design

and production activities in modular production networks has also offered fewer

opportunities for learning and upgrading.20 By contrast, in emerging industries

such as the wind and solar sectors examined in this article, the absence of incum-

bent firms and complex linkages between R&D andmanufacturing should ease the

flow of knowledge to developing-economy manufacturers seeking to emulate

foreign R&D skills.

A second group of studies, on the Varieties of Capitalism (VoC), has instead

focused on institutions at the domestic level to explain industrial specialization

in advanced economies. Hall and Soskice, among others, have argued that mutu-

ally-reinforcing institutional arrangements lead to stable national political econo-

mies, each corresponding to distinct types of production and innovation activities.

In “coordinated market economies,” such as Germany, institutions governing

labor markets, financing, and employee participation in corporate governance

create an environment best suited to industries based on incremental innovation.

In “liberal market economies,” such as the United States, domestic institutions

17 The evolution of this literature is reviewed, in detail, in Lee (2010).

18 Gereffi (1994).

19 Gereffi et al. (2005); Humphrey and Schmitz (2002, 2004).

20 Baldwin and Clark (2000); Berger (2005), Chapter 4; Feenstra (1998); Gereffi et al. (2005);

Steinfeld (2004;) Sturgeon (2002).
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foster labor market flexibility, well-developed equity markets, and short-term

profit horizons, which best suit firm strategies based on radical innovation.21

Political coalitions behind these institutional equilibria offer some protection

of national political economies from the pressures of the global economy.

However, more recent studies have investigated pathways for change within the

VoC framework.22 Such work has highlighted how divergent patterns of coordina-

tion among domestic actors and the political coalitions among them lead to varied

national responses to pressures for economic liberalization. While these changes

may not entail convergence of national political economies and the industrial

capabilities of firms within them, they nevertheless categorically pit global eco-

nomic forces against legacy institutions and the political coalitions that support

them.23 Economic competition and the growing reach of global finance has, in

some places, triggered institutional reform. In other economies—in Germany in

particular—such pressure has led to a new institutional dualism: an industrial

core of legacy sectors invested in existing institutional arrangements that suit

their production strategies, and a rapid shift of the remaining economic activity

into spheres with fewer institutional constraints, such as the service sector.24

While emphasizing different drivers of cross-national patterns of industrial

specialization, the GVC and VoC literatures share a joint focus on the effects of

global economic integration on existing industrial sectors. Building on these con-

tributions, this article seeks to develop an explanation for industrial specialization

in emerging industries. In doing so, this research aims to capture both the dynamic

development of emerging global industries and the role of domestic institutions in

structuring firm responses to industrial policy. The findings presented here are

based on an original firm-level dataset collected through 225 interviews with

wind and solar firms, suppliers, and government officials in China, Germany,

and the United States between 2009 and 2014 (see Table 1). Firms were contacted

based on industry lists compiled from trade publications and industry associa-

tions. Semi-structured interviews with chief technology officers, R&D teams, and

production engineers asked about recent product development processes in each

firm, as well as the public resources, domestic institutions, and collaborative rela-

tionships critical to carrying out this work. Interview data were subsequently trian-

gulated with information from archival documents, Chinese government

yearbooks, and financial filings.

21 Hall and Soskice (2001), 38–44.

22 Hall and Thelen (2009);Morgan andWhitley (2012); Streeck and Thelen (2005); Thelen (2014).

23 Höpner and Krempel (2004); Streeck (2009); Streeck and Mertens (2010).

24 Hassel (2014); Thelen (2014).
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The data suggest amore recursive interaction of global and domestic factors in

driving industrial specialization in emerging industries than existing literatures

expect. This article argues that the ability of firms to craft distinct paths for partic-

ipation in emerging industries is rooted in changes in the global economy itself:

New options for specialization in global industries have allowed firms to pursue

competitive strategies which build on, rather than compete with, existing indus-

trial capabilities and the institutions to support them. The argument is in two

parts. First, the findings presented here show that changes in the organization of

production have dispersed innovative capabilities across global networks.

Engineering skills that were once organized within vertically-integrated firms are

now distributed across specialized firms in global chains that include manufactur-

ers in developing economies. Since firms can access such capabilities through col-

laboration in global networks, they no longer need to establish in-house the full

range of R&D skills required to bring an idea from lab to market.

Second, as is detailed in the empirical sections that follow, these options for

specialization have altered how firms respond to sectoral industrial policy.

When firms are able to insert themselves into global networks of innovators with

niche capabilities, they rarely establish in-house the full range of skills required to

develop new technologies, but rather tend to specialize and collaborate with

others. In this context, firms respond to industrial policy for emerging industries

not through vertical integration, but through the incremental development of

existing industrial capabilities and their application to new sectors. In doing so,

firms rely on the appropriation and repurposing of familiar public resources and

institutions at the domestic level, many of which were originally established for

legacy, not emerging, sectors. The state, through traditional tools of industrial

policy, is able to encourage firms to enter new industries. However, which techno-

logical specialization firms embark on in doing so depends on both the ability to

Table 1: Interview Counts

# of interviews # of firms interviewed

Wind turbine manufacturers 30 23
Wind turbine component suppliers 22 20
Solar PV manufacturers 35 29
Solar PV component suppliers 32 19
Industry associations 20 n/a
Government interviews 49 n/a
Banks, VCs, investment firms 37 n/a
Total 225 91
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enter collaborative relationships with other firms in global chains and the type of

institutional support for firm-level learning accessible to firms domestically.

Literatures on the VoC have examined possibilities for institutional continuity

in opposition to the global economy. In VoC scholarship, pathways for institutional

change—reform, defection from existing institutions, and institutional dualism—

are responses to pressures emanating from international economic integration

and the growing reach of global finance. By contrast, the data presented here

suggest that the insertion into global chains can also enable firms in emerging

industries to become part of political coalitions behind legacy institutions. Firms

participate in such institutional arrangements not because they lack alternatives,

but because these institutions provide resources for the specialized learning strat-

egies they choose to pursue.Moreover, the empirical evidence presented here sug-

gests that such learning does not entail emulation along a single trajectory of

upgrading in global value chains. Even in cases in which interactions are

complex, not hierarchically controlled by individual firms, and in which knowl-

edge is tacit—circumstances which GVC literatures identify as promising for emu-

lation and the flow of knowledge from advanced to developing economies—I show

that firms follow distinct and complementary paths for upgrading that incremen-

tally build on existing skills.

3. The Creation of Wind and Solar Sectors in China,
Germany, and the United States

Renewable energy industries provide a valuable laboratory for an analysis of indus-

trial specialization under conditions of globalization. First, as mentioned above,

wind and solar sectors only fully developed after the globalization of production,

offering insights into industrial specialization unaffected by incumbent firms and

existing production structures specific to these industries. Second, they span vastly

different technologies and supply chain structures. Wind turbines contain compo-

nents assembled frommore than eight thousand individual parts bymore than one

thousand different suppliers. Although some turbine components require the use

of advanced materials and complex manufacturing processes, others, such wind

turbine towers, rely on more traditional metalworking capabilities.25 The produc-

tion of solar panels, by contrast, comprises far fewer actors and a much shorter

supply chain that bears resemblance to the chemical manufacturing processes

of the semiconductor industry.26 As such, a comparison of wind and solar

25 Dedrick and Kraemer (2011).

26 Shah and Greenblatt (2010).
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sectors offers a window into firm responses to industrial policy while isolating

technology and supply chain differences as factors in industrial specialization.

In support of renewable energy sectors, policy-makers have attempted to

marry environmental goals with economic objectives by using two sets of indus-

trial policies. First, governments have encouraged innovation through R&D subsi-

dies to help domestic firms develop competitive wind and solar technologies.

However, because in many parts of the world electricity generated from renewable

sources is not yet competitive with conventional sources of energy, governments

have also employed subsidies and energy market regulation to create market

demand for wind and solar. Although differences exist in the implementation of

such policies, the size of subsidies, and the conditions for government support,

policy-makers in China, Germany, and the United States have pursued similar

goals in the promotion of renewable energy sectors. In doing so, all three govern-

ments have combined elements of technology-push and demand-pull approaches

to encourage the creation of vertically-integrated domestic renewable energy

industries (see Table 2).27

The United States was the first and largest investor in renewable energy tech-

nologies. After the first 1970s oil shock, in 1974, the Energy Research and

Development Administration (ERDA), predecessor to the Department of Energy

(DOE), began administering R&D programs for renewable energy technologies.28

Such programs supported universities and national energy laboratories, but also

sought to encourage private sector investments in wind and solar R&D. The U.S.

wind power research program allocated USD 380million to aerospace and defense

firms for the development of large wind turbine technologies between 1973 and

1988.29 Since the early 1990s, numerous programs administered by the National

Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) have funded wind turbine R&D in private

firms.30 In the solar industry, the U.S. government has dispensed more than

USD 3.3 billion of R&D support to the private sector.31

As in many other economies, public R&D funding has been combined with

regulatory measures and subsidies to create market demand. In 1978, the U.S.

federal government passed the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA),

which required utilities to purchase electricity from independent power genera-

tors. Beginning in the 1990s, the U.S. government began offering tax breaks for

renewable energy installations. The 1992 Energy Policy Act included a

27 Nemet (2009).

28 Loferski (1993).

29 Righter (1996), 158.

30 Department of Energy (2006).

31 O’Connor et al. (2010), 3–11.
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Production Tax Credit (PTC) for wind energy of 1.5 cents per kWh of installed wind

power capacity. An investment-based tax credit was introduced for solar PV.32

Although tax credits for renewable energy became the subject of a political tug-

of-war in Congress, the PTC was renewed seven times since 1992, most recently

in 2014.33 Federal tax credits were supplemented by state-level policies. By 2012,

thirty states required electricity retailers to source a percentage of electricity from

renewable sources through so-called Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS), with

some of the more ambitious states, such as California, setting renewable energy

targets of 20 percent or more.34

The pattern of combining R&D funding for technology push and regulatory

measures to create market demand was also followed in Germany and China. In

Table 2: Select Industrial Policies for Wind and Solar Sectors

United States Germany China

Technology
Push

1973–1988 US Wind
Research Program

1991–2000 PVMaT R&D
Program

Since 1990s NREL R&D
Grants

2008 American
Recovery &
Reinvestment Act:
Loans

Since 2009 ARPE-E
Program

Since 1954 Industrial
Collaborative
Research (ICR)
funding

Since 1974 Federal
Energy Research
Programs, renewed
six times

Since 1986 R&D
funding for applied
research through
“863 Program”

2008 “Indigenous
Innovation” Initiative

2010 “New Energy”
included under
Strategic Emerging
Industries

Market Pull 1978 Public Utility
Regulatory Policies
Act (PURPA)

1992 Production Tax
Credits (since then
renewed seven times)

Since 1997 Renewable
Portfolio Standards
(thirty states by 2012)

1990 Electricity Feed-
In Law

1998 Renewable
Energy Sources Act
(EEG)

2004 EEG Renewed
(þ 2009, 2012,
2014)

2003 Wind Power
Concession Program

2006 Renewable
Energy Law

2007 Feed-In Tariff:
Wind

2009 Feed-In Tariff:
Solar

2009 Golden Roofs
Initiative

2009 Golden Sun
Program

32 Laird and Stefes (2009), 2625.

33 Wiser et al. (2007), 79.

34 Shrimali et al. (2012), 33.
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the wake of the 1970s oil shocks, the German government increased its solar R&D

budget from USD 1.4 million in 1974 to USD 181 million in 1982. Funding for wind

turbine technologies increased, from USD 7.9 million in 1977 to USD 53 million

just four years later.35 Since 1977, a series of Federal Energy Research Programs

(Energieforschungsprogramme) has subsidized R&D for designated energy tech-

nologies, including wind turbines and solar PV. The programs were renewed

five times between 1981 and 2011, as their focus shifted from basic research in

industrial laboratories and universities to bringing new technologies closer to com-

mercialization and lowering production costs. Between 1990 and 2014, govern-

ment R&D funding for renewable energy technologies amounted to Euro 3.2

billion (USD 3.5 billion).36

Since the early 1990s, the German government has complemented support for

renewable energy R&D with policies to stimulate market demand. In 1990, it

passed Germany’s first feed-in tariff, which required utilities to connect renewable

energy generators to the grid and to buy their electricity at subsidized rates. The

cost of these subsidies was spread among consumers through a surcharge on

end-user electric bills.37 Such programs were extended in 1998, when the federal

election was won by a center-left coalition that included the Green Party as a long-

term champion of renewable energy. The new government passed the Renewable

Energy Sources Act (Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz), which determined specific sub-

sidies for each energy source, so that even costly technologies such as solar PV

could be deployed.38 The law was amended in 2009, 2012, and 2014 to adjust

subsidy levels to reflect the rapidly falling cost of solar PV panels and to encourage

off-shore installations of wind turbines.

China’s central government also took an early interest in renewable energy

sectors, both to meet rapidly growing energy demand and as potential export

industries. Beginning in themid-1980s, the central government supported domes-

tic R&D and technology transfers from foreign firms to catch up with the techno-

logical capabilities of firms in advanced economies. In 1986, China launched the

National High Technology Research and Development Program, referred to as the

863 Program, which to this day provides competitive grants for applied research on

renewable energy technologies.39 Between 2001 and 2005, the 863 Program dis-

pensed RMB 20 billion (USD 3 billion) to research institutes and enterprises.40

35 IEA (2013).

36 Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Technologie (2011).

37 Lauber and Mez (2004), 602.

38 Bruns et al. (2011), 197.

39 OECD (2008), 386, 455–56.

40 Karplus (2007), 23–24.
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By the mid 2000s, seeking to reduce China’s dependence on foreign technologies,

the central government declared the pursuit of “indigenous innovation” (zizhu

chuangxin) a national policy priority. The Medium- and Long-term Strategic

Plan for the Development of Science and Technology (MLP) placed indigenous

innovation at the core of China’s developmental strategy, and selected a range

of industrial sectors and research areas for special treatment, energy among

them.41 Beijing increased R&D funding to USD 17.8 billion in 2008.42 In 2010, as

part of the renewed focus on indigenous innovation, renewable energy technolo-

gies were included in a list of seven “Strategic Emerging Industries” (zhanluexing

xinxing chanye), which were to receive additional support from all levels of

government.43

Just like the United States and Germany, China combined technology push

with policies to create market demand. Beginning in 2003, China’s Wind Power

Concession Program provided subsidies for large-scale wind turbine installations

through a government-run, tender-based bidding system.44 In 2006, China’s first

Renewable Energy Law provided a framework for introducing feed-in-laws similar

to those in effect in Germany. The Medium- and Long-Term Plan for Renewable

Energy Development, issued in 2007, mandated that 15 percent of energy demand

must be met from renewable sources by 2020.45 By 2009, the central government

had established China’s first national feed-in-tariff for wind energy.46 At the same

time, a first nation-wide feed-in-tariff for solar energy created a small but growing

domestic market for solar PV, with additional subsidy programs available to

support both residential customers and developers of utility-scale solar installa-

tions. Subsequent adjustments to the national feed-in tariffs further increased

domestic markets for solar energy.47

Although differences in scale and timing of industrial policies for renewable

energy sectors exist across China, Germany, and the United States, the broad

policy tools employed by governments in each economy have been remarkably

similar in content and goals. By combining public R&D funding with regulatory

policies to increase market demand, governments in each location have sought

to establish domestic industries that could invent, commercialize, and produce

green energy technologies.

41 State Council (2006).

42 UNESCO (2010), 389–390.

43 State Council (2010); U.S.-China Business Council (2013).

44 Ru et al. (2012), 65.

45 Lewis (2013), 53.

46 Earth Policy Institute (2015).

47 Zhang et al. (2014).
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3.1 Varieties of Innovation in Wind and Solar Sectors

Beginning in the early 2000s, the regulatory requirements for power utilities and

subsidies for renewable energy markets created rapidly growing global demand

for wind turbines and solar panels. Global installations for solar panels soared

from 319 MW in 2001 to 37,561 MW in 2013; over the same period, global wind

turbine installations increased from 6,500 MW to 35,512 MW. China, Germany,

and the United States made up a sizable share of these markets. Together, the

three economies accounted for 55 percent of wind turbine markets and 50

percent of solar PV markets between 2001 and 2013.48 Such burgeoning global

markets provided incentives for firms to enter renewable energy sectors and

China, Germany, and the United States saw rapid growth of domestic wind and

solar industries. Temporally, modern wind and solar sectors emerged virtually

simultaneously in China, Germany, and the United States. Yet, geographically,

firms in each location established distinct industry structures and national patterns

of technological specialization despite similar industrial policies (Tables 3 and 4).

This division of labor has remained remarkably stable over time.

In the United States, wind and solar industries were predominately populated

by startup firmswith capabilities in the invention of new technologies. A number of

multinational energy and defense firms had conducted wind and solar R&D in the

1970s and 1980s, yet lack of market demand eventually prompted most to shut

their renewable energy divisions.49 The majority of new firms entering U.S. wind

and solar sectors in the late 1990s and early 2000s were startups seeking to lower

the cost of renewable energy through technological breakthroughs. Patent counts

reflect this focus on invention: U.S. firms and research institutes account for

approximately 25 percent of cumulative wind and solar energy patents until

2009, roughly twice the number of China or the European Union.50

In the solar sector, many of the new firms focused on the development of thin

film technologies, which promised to lower prices by replacing silicon, an expen-

sive raw material, with cheaper alternatives. Other firms were experimenting with

new manufacturing processes and new types of solar technologies, including cells

that could be printed on paper and plastic.51 By 2009, out of one hundred solar

companies operating in the United States, at least seventy-three were startups.52

48 Earth Policy Institute (2015). For comparison, nuclear energy plants generally have an electric

generation capacity of roughly 1,000 MW.

49 Colatat et al. (2009); Heymann (1995), 349–54.

50 Bettencourt et al. (2013), 3.

51 Morton (2006).

52 Knight (2011), 176.
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Although fewer in number, U.S. wind startups also attempted to decrease the cost

of wind energy with radically different designs. To this end, Clipper Windpower

proposed replacing a single turbine generator with several smaller generators to

increase efficiency.53 Boulder Wind attempted to make obsolete gearboxes in

turbine designs and Ogin borrowed principles from jet engines to develop alterna-

tives to the traditional three-blade design (Table 4).54 Others, such as a startup

called Vortex, tried to eliminate blades altogether.55

In Germany, large numbers of small and medium-sized suppliers from legacy

industries diversified into renewable energy sectors by focusing on what I call

ancillary innovation, the development of complex componentry and production

equipment. Interview data reveal that the absence of specialized suppliers in

renewable energy industries had previously required wind and solar firms to

resort to improvisation, repurposing of production equipment from other indus-

tries, and themodification of components from other industrial products for appli-

cation in wind turbines and solar PV modules. Germany’s existing manufacturing

firms possessed a rich fabric of capabilities applicable to the development of wind

turbine components and production lines for the solar industry that could address

these needs. German firms subsequently responded to this opportunity by apply-

ing their niche capabilities to global renewable energy sectors. Firms entered from

a variety of existing industries, including machine building, automation and laser

processing equipment, metal fabrication, and shipbuilding.56

Table 3: Varieties of Innovation

United States Germany China

Type of Innovation Invention Ancillary Innovation Innovative
Manufacturing

Challenge
Addressed

Development of
new technology

Automation, production
equipment, complex
components

Commercialization,
scale-up of new
technologies

Firm Type Startups Suppliers Manufacturers
Predominant Firm Size >500 Employees >2000 Employees <2000 Employees
Production Scale Low/None Medium/Low High

53 Goudarzi and Zhu (2013), 199.

54 Boulder Wind Power (1999); Gertner (2013).

55 McKenna (2015).

56 Author interviews: CTO, German solar PVmanufacturer, May 17, 2011; head of German oper-

ations, global equipment manufacturer, May 18, 2011; CEO, German equipment manufacturer,

May 10, 2011; CTO, German solar PV manufacturer, May 23, 2011; plant manager of German
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Table 4: R&D Activities, Select Wind and Solar Firms

Firm Background R&D Focus

USA
Innovalight (Solar) Silicon Valley startup,

founded 2003
� R&D on silicon ink nanomaterial to increase cell efficiency, funded by DOE and NREL.

Research with JA Solar (China), acquired by DuPont (2011).
MiaSolé (Solar) Silicon Valley startup,

founded 2004
� VC-funded ($550 Million) development of flexible thin-film cell on stainless steel

substrate; experimental production line; acquired by Hanergy, China (2012).
Ogin (Wind) Aerospace spin-off,

founded 2008
� VC and ARPA-E funding to develop jet-engine based high-efficiency wind turbines; some

R&D and component development in China.
Makani (Wind) California-based startup,

founded 2006
� Google-backed R&D on kite-based flying wind turbines to increase generation efficiency;

acquired by Google X in 2013 while still prototyping.
Germany
Schmid Group (Solar) Family-owned. Founded as

foundry in 1864
� Background in circuit board printers, develops turnkey solar production lines (2001); R&D

on selective emitter cell lines with Chinese partner (2009).
RENA (Solar) Private, founded in 1993 � Applies R&D on semiconductor equipment to wet bench chemical processing equipment

for solar; currently work on passivated emitter and PERC cells.
Eickhoff (Wind) Founded 1864, equipment

for mining sector
� Uses in-house foundry and background in gearboxes for mining to develop wind turbine

gearboxes; small-batch production of ultra-large, offshore gearboxes.
VEM Sachsenw. (Wind) Family-owned machine

builder, founded 1903
� Background in generators, engines for streetcars; R&D on wind turbine generators

beginning in 1998; small-batch production of ultra-large, off-shore generators.
China
JA Solar (Solar) NASDAQ-listed PV

producer, founded 2005
� Founded by returning overseas Chinese scientists, focus on commercialization of high

efficiency multi-SI cells; first to apply silicon ink technology (with Innovalight).
CSUN (Solar) NASDAQ-listed PV

producer, founded 2004
� Founded by returning overseas Chinese scientists, focus on commercialization of high

efficiency mono and poly-SI cells; first to commercialize selective emitter cells.
Goldwind (Wind) 1998 Spin-off from state-

owned firm
� R&D on commercialization of gearless wind turbines to avoid maintenance associated

with traditional gearbox designs; in collaboration with Vensys (Germany).
Mingyang (Wind) 2006 spin-off from

electrical equipment
firm

� R&D on commercialization of super compact drive turbines to lower maintenance cost,
especially offshore; in collaboration with Aerodyn (Germany).

Source: Information compiled from company websites and public financial filings.
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By 2011, VDMA, the German Engineering Federation, listed more than 170

member firms active in the wind industry, only ten of which were manufacturers

of wind turbines. The vast majority of firms developed towers, blades, mechanical

components, hydraulics systems, and production equipment for the wind indus-

try.57 Similarly, in the PV sector, more than seventy firms offered production lines,

automation equipment, coatings, and laser processing machines. With roughly

41,000 employees in 2010, employment in solar PV equipment and component

firms far surpassed the 12,000 jobs in Germany’s solar module manufacturers in

the same year.58 Of the four vertically-integrated solar manufacturers operating

in Germany in 2011, only two remained in existence by 2014. Their combined

annual production capacity of below two megawatt amounted to less than a

single Chinese PV manufacturing plant.59 The small number of domestic wind

turbine and solar PV manufacturers made Germany’s renewable energy suppliers

highly dependent on global markets. Export quotas of more than 50 percent in the

solar sector and up to 80 percent in the wind industry underline the tight integra-

tion of Germany’s wind and solar firms into global renewable energy supply

chains.60

Chinese wind and solar firms, by contrast, focused on technical capabilities in

commercialization and scale up—which I call skills in innovative manufacturing—

that neither U.S. startups nor German suppliers had established in-house. The

majority of wind turbine producers spun-off from state-owned or formerly state-

owned manufacturing firms. In the solar industry, firms were frequently founded

by Chinese scientists educated in solar PV research laboratories abroad.61 In the

late 1990s and early 2000s, when these firms entered wind and solar sectors, few

manufacturers of wind turbines and solar panels were producing at scale. While

technology could be accessed in global networks, mass-manufacturing knowledge

was not available. According to Wu Gang, the founder of Goldwind, one of China’s

first wind turbine firms: “Whole blades dropped off. The main shafts broke. It was

really very dangerous.”62 Chinese firms subsequently focused their efforts on

building innovative capabilities and engineering knowledge around the commer-

cialization and rapid scale-up of complex wind and solar technologies.

gearbox manufacturer, May 16, 2011; plant manager of German generator manufacturer, May 17,

2011.

57 Germany Trade & Invest (2010); Arbeitsgemeinschaft Windenergie-Zulieferindustrie (2012).

58 Germany Trade & Invest (2011b, 2011c).

59 Germany Trade & Invest (2011a, 2014).

60 Fischedick and Bechberger (2009), 26.

61 See Alexander (2013).

62 Osnos (2009), 55.
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By 2012, China’s renewable energy firms accounted for over 60 percent of the

global production of solar PV modules and nearly half of the world’s wind tur-

bines.63 Seven of the ten largest solar manufacturers and four of the ten largest

wind turbine producers in the world were Chinese firms.64 The majority of these

producers continued to license technology and source components and produc-

tion equipment abroad.65 Site visits instead revealed designated R&D teams with

advanced capabilities in rapidly translating complex technologies into mass-man-

ufacturable products. Such tasks required improvements to process designs long

associated with manufacturing innovation, but also entailed changes to product

designs to accommodate manufacturing requirements, to incorporate new mate-

rials and components, and to meet cost targets for final products.66

Engineering teams specialized in innovative manufacturing were frequently

organized in a separate R&D division solely focused on the challenge of scale-up

and mass production. At the wind turbine manufacturer Ming Yang, for instance,

out of 300 R&D staff in 2010, about one third focused on the development of new

technologies, while the remaining engineers worked on bringing existing technol-

ogies to mass production.67 Similarly, Trina Solar reported that out of 425 employ-

ees working in its R&D division in 2012, seventy-nine focused on technology

development and the remaining 346 engineers devised solutions to the challenges

of commercialization in a designated test facility with production lines solely ded-

icated to R&D.68 Even as the wage gap between urban workers in coastal and inte-

rior provinces increased rapidly, wind and solar firms maintained knowledge-

intensive innovative manufacturing strategies in high-wage coastal locations.69

Chinese solar PV manufacturers were among the first firms to employ fully auto-

mated production lines in response to changes in the domestic labor market.70

63 Earth Policy Institute (2015).

64 Bebon (2013); IHS Solar (2013).

65 Lewis (2013), 136–37.

66 Author interviews: Senior VP global supply chains, Chinese solar manufacturer, March 13,

2011; CTO and director of R&D at Chinese solar manufacturer, August 26, 2011; head of China

operations, European wind turbine engineering firm, January 13, 2011; CEO, European wind

turbine engineering firm, May 20, 2011; CTO, Chinese wind turbine manufacturer, August 29,

2011; CEO, Chinese solar cell manufacturer, August 10, 2011; president, Chinese wafer manufac-

turer, August 26, 2011. CEO, Chinese cell and module manufacturer, interviewed June 28, 2013.

Nahm and Steinfeld (2014).

67 China Ming Yang Wind Power Group Limited (2011), 54.

68 Trina Solar (2012), 64–65.

69 Li et al. (2012), 62.

70 Author interviews: CTO and director of R&D at Chinese solar manufacturer, August 26, 2011;

CEO, Chinese cell and module manufacturer, interviewed June 28, 2013. See also Nahm and

Steinfeld (2014).
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Although wind and solar sectors in China, Germany, and the United States

developed rapidly and simultaneously throughout the early 2000s, the majority

of firms in each location did not compete directly. As is illustrated in Table 4,

firms established distinct—and often complementary—technological capabilities

to carve out unique competitive niches in global renewable energy sectors.

3.2 Building on Industrial Legacies

In responding to renewable energy policies in China, Germany, and the United

States, firms replicated distinct national patterns of industrial specialization.

Industries established before the development of wind and solar sectors defined

which, if any, existing firms were able to diversify into renewable energy industries

and which institutions and policies were available to support innovation in the

broader economy. Renewable energy firms did not abandon such institutions in

the course of entering emerging global industries. Rather, firms applied them to

wind and solar sectors, thereby joining political coalitions in support of legacy

institutions.

In the United States, wind and solar sectors evolved in the context of a declin-

ing U.S. manufacturing industry. The number of manufacturing plants employing

more than one thousandworkers dropped by half between 1977 and 2007.71 Losses

were particularly strong in sectors such as aerospace, semiconductors, machine

tools, and automotive components, the industries with the most technical

overlap with renewable energy sectors.72 Between 1998 and 2010, nearly 1,200

plants closed in the semiconductor industry, a decline of 40 percent. In the

machine tool industry, foreign penetration of the U.S. market rose from 30

percent in 1983 to 72 percent in 2008, with sub-sectors, such as metal forming,

reaching import rates of 91 percent.73

Interviews with wind and solar CEOs indicate that rather than rebuildingman-

ufacturing capabilities that had already vanished, the vast majority of US renew-

able energy firms chose instead to utilize institutions for research and

development in responding to industrial policies for renewable energy sectors.74

First, American wind and solar firms relied on a national R&D infrastructure

that encouraged universities to make new technologies developed with support

71 Holmes (2011), 6.

72 Pisano and Shih (2012), 6–8.

73 Yudken (2010), 6–12.

74 Author Interviews: CEO of metal forming manufacturer, October 24, 2012; CEO of aerospace

supplier, April 27, 2012; CEO of steel manufacturing firm, October 24, 2012; CEO of Silicon Valley

solar startup, August 24, 2011.
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from federal research grants available to the private sector. As part of a series of

legislative changes that eased the flow of technologies from universities to firms,

the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980 permitted universities and research institutes to patent

discoveries that resulted from federally funded research and to offer exclusive

licenses to third parties.75 By 1993, many universities and research institutes had

established designated technology transfer and licensing offices and jointly held

more than 4000 active license agreements with firms.76

Once startups had moved technologies from university research facilities into

the private sector, firms frequently relied on federal R&D support to fund opera-

tions. Federal R&D grants constituted a critical source of capital in the absence of

market demand for expensive early-stage technologies. As part of the so-called

PVMaT program, for instance, the Department of Energy invested USD 289

million in R&D for new solar technologies between 1991 and 2008. For a wide

range of solar firms, including Evergreen and Solarex, such funding was the sole

source of revenue in the years until their technologies matured.77 In the wind

sector, too, federal funds remained critical for firms whose early-stage technolo-

gies were not yet ready for commercialization. Among other firms, Clipper,

AML, and Boulder Wind Power drew grants and technical assistance from NREL

and the Department of Energy.78 NREL supported Clipper in the development of a

turbine for low wind speeds, for instance, covering half of the USD 19 million in

R&D expenses to develop a prototype between 2002 and 2006.79

Second, American wind and solar firms took advantage of a large venture

capital (VC) industry, increasingly willing to invest in renewable energy startups

under the prospect of growing market demand. Global venture capital investment

in clean energy technologies multiplied from USD 200 million in 2000 to USD 2.5

billion by 2007; U.S.-based VCs investing in U.S. startups accounted for 82 percent

of overall VC investment in renewable energy.80 In 2011, U.S. venture capital firms

invested USD 11 billion in American clean technology businesses, compared to

USD 9 billion invested by non-U.S. venture capital firms outside of the United

States. Although venture capital funds played a critical role in allowing startup

firms to test and improve their early-stage products once they had left universities

and research institutes, the basic technologies of most startup firms sprung from

federally funded research. VCs were neither willing to invest in such high-risk early

75 Mowery et al. (2004).

76 Henderson et al. (1998), 120–21.

77 O’Connor et al. (2010), 3–11.

78 NREL (2002).

79 Department of Energy (2006).

80 Jennings et al. (2008), 9.
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stage R&D, nor in the capital-intensive manufacturing facilities required for scale-

up and mass production.81

Wind and solar startups identified these existing institutional resources and

utilized them to replicate a pattern of industrial specialization structured around

capabilities in the invention of new technologies. Large multinational firms,

including GE and Applied Materials, a supplier of production equipment,

entered renewable energy sectors through the acquisition of such startups. Less

prevalent in the U.S. context were firms focused on commercialization and

small- and medium-sized component suppliers, which were unable to benefit

from the national R&D infrastructure focused on invention. Many faced difficulty

in funding manufacturing facilities and long-term R&D projects required to enter

wind and solar sectors.82

In Germany, by contrast, renewable energy policy mobilized small- and

medium-sized firms (SMEs) from legacy sectors of the German economy to diver-

sify into new industries. In 1995, just prior to the development of global renewable

energy markets, the production of machinery and equipment made up 28 percent

of manufacturing activity. Overall, 6.3 percent of value added in Germany came

from machinery and equipment manufacturing firms, compared to 3.5 percent

in the Untied States.83 Small firms played a significant role in these sectors. In

2002, for instance, SMEs made up 98.2 percent of businesses and 38.2 percent of

revenue in machinery and equipment manufacturing.84 Although many existing

manufacturing firms possessed the type of manufacturing experience and knowl-

edge required for the production of complex machines and components, applying

existing skills to emerging wind and solar industries necessitated extensive firm-

level learning. Entry into renewable energy industries entailed the modification

and augmentation of existing capabilities and technologies. In interviews, firms

reported development times of two to four years and R&D budgets of several

million Euro, making it a challenging endeavor for smaller firms.85

In the process of developing wind and solar technologies, German suppliers

utilized three sets of legacy institutions, relying precisely on the types of arrange-

ments that literatures have deemed most vulnerable to changes in the interna-

tional economy. First, German wind and solar suppliers built on a long tradition

81 Mazzucato (2013), 127–29.

82 Spada (2010). Author interviews: CEO, U.S wind turbine startup, July 6, 2011; head of China

operations, U.S. solar startup, August 26, 2011.

83 Author calculations based on OECD STAN database, 2013.

84 Günterberg and Kayser (2004), 8.

85 Author interviews; CEO, German equipment manufacturer, May 10, 2011; CTO, German solar

PV manufacturer, May 23, 2011; plant manager of German gearbox manufacturer, May 16, 2011;

plant manager of German generator manufacturer, May 17, 2011.
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of collaborating with other firms to solve complex technical challenges that could

not be mastered in-house. To level the playing field for SMEs, the federal govern-

ment since the 1950s offered R&D funding for Industrial Collaborative Research

(ICR- Industrielle Gemeinschaftsforschung)—research projects that involved part-

nerships between several firms and research institutes.86 Industry contributions

allowed relatively modest sums of federal government support—in 2008, Euro

123 million (USD 135 million) in federal subsidies were spent on ICR funding,

and a total of Euro 2.6 billion (USD 2.9 billion) have been dispensed since the

inception of ICR programs in 1954—to initiate much larger R&D efforts.87

Estimates suggest that as little as 15 percent of funds spent on ICR projects came

from government coffers.88

In interviews, wind and solar suppliers reported relying on ICR programs to

access technological capabilities they could not establish in-house. The director

of a research collaboration among machinery and equipment firms described

how small suppliers joined forces on the development of new alloys that none of

the partners could have developed alone.89 Other firms used ICR networks to fund

joint development work with research institutes or used contacts from past pro-

jects to independently facilitate collaboration with external research centers. The

CEO of a manufacturer for production equipment for solar modules recalled using

such ties to establish an R&D project with the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy

Systems (ISE) in Freiburg.90 In a survey of sixty firms in the solar PV industry, 72

percent of firms that had received public support for collaborative research stated

that they would not have participated in the absence of government subsidies.

Seventy-four percent of all respondents had partaken in collaborative R&D

efforts.91

Second, firms relied on relationships with local credit unions (Sparkassen),

which were willing to provide loans for long-term development projects after

demand-side subsidies had created stable market conditions for renewable

energy. Local credit unions were familiar with firms’ R&D practices and willing

to finance diversification into new sectors. Firms reported either supplementing

such loans with retained earnings or completely relying on internal funds for

R&D. Among the firms interviewed for this project, the CEO of only one firm

86 Rothgang et al. (2011).

87 Eckl and Engel (2009), 296–98.

88 Rheinisch-Westfälisches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung and WSF Wirtschafts- und

Sozialforschung Kerpen (2010), 399.

89 Author interview, director of research association, May 25, 2012.

90 Author interview, CEO, solar module equipment manufacturer, May 10, 2011.

91 Seemann (2012), 355–59.
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indicated floating a bond in order to finance the construction of a new production

facility, adding that “financing has never been an issue for us.”92 The high share of

family-controlled firms among German SMEs further facilitated entry into wind

and solar sectors through complex, long-term R&D projects. Planning horizons

in family businesses created a willingness to forgo short-term profits in favor of

future returns. Not subject to shareholders’ focus on quarterly earnings, they

were able to cross-subsidize R&D from activities in other sectors and use retained

earnings for wind and solar research.93 Although loans and retained earnings pro-

vided relatively modest sums for R&D projects when compared to venture capital

financing available to high-technology firms in the United States, these funds had

few constraints attached to them.

Third, the recruitment of highly-skilled production workers and their contin-

uous training were essential in product development processes. Production staff

often identified problems, suggested appropriate technical solutions, and imple-

mented these solutions together with R&D engineers. According to the Director

of R&D for a solar equipment supplier, all production staff had gone through

industry-specific training in Germany’s vocational training system, but engineers

had in most cases also completed an apprenticeship before entering university.

Despite rigorous training for production workers and R&D engineers, tacit knowl-

edge acquired on the job was critical. “Computer assisted design [CAD] software is

unable to simulate the conditions that we find in our machines. So what we do

instead is to build the machine, then test it, tweak the parameters, and then test

it again. A lot of this process requires tacit knowledge. Our capital is the experience

of our staff. They didn’t gain this [experience] in university, they learned it on the

job.”94

To find, train, and retain skilled workers, firms participated in existing labor

market institutions. Industry associations maintained programs for highly indus-

try-specific vocational training in the form of apprenticeships and, increasingly,

dual degree programs (duales Studium) offering joint practical training and a uni-

versity education at vocational universities (Berufsakademie). Strong worker rep-

resentation and employment protection legislation slowed employment turnover,

even as a series of labor market reforms allowed for more flexible employment

contracts.95 Barred from organizational restructuring through large-scale hiring

and firing, German manufacturers instead invested in their existing workforce to

92 Author interviews: CEO of solar equipment manufacturer, May 20, 2011; plant manager, gen-

erator supply firm, May 17, 2011.

93 Berger (2013), chapter 5.

94 Author interview, head of R&D, solar PV equipment manufacturer, May 11, 2011.

95 OECD (2012), 43.
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meet the skill requirements of new R&D and production activities. To retain expe-

rienced production staff during recessions and seasonal downturns, wind and

solar equipment suppliers made use of federal short-time labor policies (Kurz-

arbeit), which offer government subsidies for wages during downturns.96

In China, wind and solar firms incrementally built on capabilities in mass pro-

duction to develop skills in innovative manufacturing. Over the course of the 1990s,

manufacturingfirms fromTaiwan andHongKongmoved labor-intensive export pro-

duction to low-cost manufacturing locations in China’s coastal development zones.

Between 1985 and 2005, 60 percent of FDI arriving in China originated inHongKong,

Taiwan, and Macau. Eighty-eight percent of high-technology exports during the

1990s were manufactured by foreign-invested enterprises.97 Foreign-invested firms

provided training opportunities for staff in economic development zones, encour-

aged local governments to provide incentives for mass manufacturing in China,

and attracted large supplier industries for materials, export logistics, and other com-

plementary capabilities required for large-scale manufacturing.

In this context, China’s newly established wind and solar manufacturers par-

ticipated in government R&D programs intended to support the development of

indigenous R&D capabilities, yet interview evidence reveals thatmany firms repur-

posed such funds to incrementally build on existing manufacturing skills.98 For

instance, Goldwind, one of China’s largest wind turbine manufacturers, received

central government funding for almost every generation of wind turbine it devel-

oped. Under the 9th and 10th Five Year Plans, Goldwind participated in national

science and technology programs for R&D and the commercialization of 600 kW,

750 kW, and 1MW-scale turbine systems. It also received support from the provin-

cial-level Department of Science and Technology for R&D related to 1.5 MW, 2.5

MW, and 3 MW turbines. Yet Goldwind used government R&D support not to

establish capabilities in the invention of new technologies, but instead focused

on improving its engineering capabilities in adjusting, improving, and preparing

turbine designs for mass production in collaboration with the German firm

Vensys (see also Table 5).99

96 Eichhorst and Marx (2009); OECD (2012), 47.

97 Naughton (2007), 417.

98 Author interviews, China, 2009–2012. In particular: senior VP global supply chains, Chinese

solar manufacturer, March 13, 2011; CTO and director of R&D at Chinese solar manufacturer,

both August 26, 2011; head of China operations, European wind turbine engineering firm,

January 13, 2011; CEO, European wind turbine engineering firm, May 20, 2011; CTO, Chinese

wind turbine manufacturer, August 29, 2011; CEO, Chinese solar cell manufacturer, August 10,

2011; president, Chinese wafer manufacturer, August 26, 2011. CEO, Chinese cell and module

manufacturer, June 28, 2013. See also Nahm and Steinfeld (2014).

99 CRESP (2005), 27–30; Tan and Seligsohn (2010).
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Solar manufacturers similarly took advantage of central government R&D pro-

grams. LDK Solar, for instance, participated in a national project under the 863

Program to develop environmentally friendly solar PV production processes and

took part in two Torch Program initiatives to improve solar wafers and develop

new technologies to reduce industrial waste in wafer cutting.100When central-gov-

ernment policy allowed the establishment of state key laboratories in enterprises in

2007, two solar firms, Trina Solar and Yingli, were among the first that were

awarded such nationally-accredited and centrally-funded research laboratories

on site.101 However, R&D divisions established with the support of central govern-

ment programs focused on the engineering and design challenges in the commer-

cialization of new technologies, rather than the invention of such technologies

itself.102

Even as China’s wind and solar firms engaged in knowledge-intensive activi-

ties, they relied on institutions supporting the traditional manufacturing economy.

Government support for newly established wind and solar firms included land

deals and tax breaks common across China’s economic development zones. For

firms setting up production facilities, local governments offered access to financ-

ing, channeling bank loans and other forms of funding to local firms. Local govern-

ments were critical brokers in such deals and loans were frequently guaranteed by

municipal government entities. The China Development Bank alone, one of three

state-owned policy banks charged with raising funds for infrastructure and devel-

opment projects, extended USD 29 billion in credit to the fifteen largest wind and

solar firms.103 Not only was local government support critical in securing such

Table 5: Collaborative Product Development at Goldwind, China

Year Technology Foreign Partner

1998 600kW Turbine Jacobs Energie (Germany), license
2001 1.2MW direct-drive turbine Vensys (Germany), license
2005 1.5MW direct-drive turbine Vensys (Germany), license
2010 2.5MW/5MW direct drive turbines Vensys (Germany), joint development
Ongoing 10MW offshore turbine Vensys (Germany), joint development

Source: CRESP 2005, 27–30; Tan and Seligsohn 2010. Additional information compiled from
company websites.

100 LDK Solar (2014).

101 Trina Solar (2013b); Yingli Green Energy Holding Company Limited (2010).

102 Nahmand Steinfeld (2014). Author interview, R&Dengineer, Chinese solar PVmanufacturer,

March 27, 2015.

103 Bakewell (16 November 2011).
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loans, but local government guarantees allowed firms to obtain waivers on loan

conditions usually attached to large investments in high-risk industries.104 The

city of Wuxi, for instance, arranged a series of bank loans for Suntech, one of

China’s largest manufacturers of solar panels.105 In 2007, Yingli borrowed USD

18 million from the Bank of China backed by a local state-owned firm.106 In

2009, Trina secured a five-year credit line of USD 303 million from a syndicate

of banks to expand its manufacturing capacity.107

Access to large-scale financing of course provided no guarantee for upgrading.

Localities at times lent indiscriminately and contributed to overcapacity in global

renewable energy markets. Yet local financing made possible the physical infra-

structure on which innovative skills in commercialization and scale-up could be

applied. In interviews, foreign partners of solar firms praised the R&D conditions

in Chinese manufacturing facilities, where access to capital allowed firms to ded-

icate entire production lines to testing and experimentation of new technologies

under production conditions.108

To support local enterprises, municipalities also attracted suppliers of raw

materials and manufacturing firms from related industries. Wuxi courted glass

manufacturers and firms supplying silicone required for PV production.109

Baoding, where Yingli was located, branded itself as a ‘green city’ to attract a

wide range of renewable energy firms and suppliers with complementary capabil-

ities to local industrial parks.110 In other cases, wind and solar firms chose high-

tech development zones specifically for their existing industrial base. A history

of shipbuilding and the presence of related supplier industries, including bearings

manufacturing, persuaded Sinovel to open its first wind turbine manufacturing

facility in Dalian.111 In Changzhou, where Trina and EGing Solar were producing

cells and solar PV modules, the municipal government counted 109 firms manu-

facturing products and components for power generation equipment.112 For

domestic manufacturers seeking to upgrade their capabilities in innovative

104 Trina Solar (2013a, F35–36).

105 Wuxi historical annals editorial office (2006), 293.

106 Yingli Green Energy Holding Company Limited (2008), F-28.

107 Trina Solar (2010), F-30.

108 Author interviews: CEO, Chinese solar manufacturer, August 20, 2011; CTO and director of

R&Dat Chinese solarmanufacturer, August 26, 2011; CEO,German equipmentmanufacturer,May

10, 2011; CTO, German equipment manufacturer, May 11, 2011.

109 Wuxi historical annals editorial office (2003), 219; Wuxi historical annals editorial office

(2006), 292.

110 Baoding yearbook editorial office (2004/2005), 155.

111 Dalian historical annals editorial office (2007), 130–39.

112 Changzhou yearbook editorial committee (2005), 173.
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manufacturing, these local manufacturing economies provided supplier networks

that allowed the purchase of large quantities of raw materials at short notice and

offered a range of partners focused on scale-up to mass production.113

Firms in China, Germany, and the United States responded to industrial pol-

icies for renewable energy industries by building on existing industrial capabilities

and by using institutions established in support of legacy sectors. Rather than

abandon such institutions when entering new economic sectors, firms repurposed

and applied these institutions to emerging wind and solar industries. In doing so,

they expanded the political coalitions to support such institutions beyond the

industries that originally backed them.

3.3 Collaboration and the Global Division of Labor

The ability to maintain national specializations in different types of technological

capabilities was predicated on access to complementary skills which firms did not

establish in-house. In this context, continued U.S. strength in invention,

Germany’s specialization in complex components and production equipment,

and China’s focus on technological innovation related to commercialization and

scale-up were interdependent and mutually reinforcing. Contrary to expectations

that firms would seek to emulate one another’s capabilities, collaboration in global

firm networks allowed firms to strengthen these distinct industrial practices. While

collaborative relationships allowed firms to jointly develop successive generations

of renewable energy technologies, the basic division of labor among firms with

specialized capabilities remained durable over time.

In the solar industry, small and medium-sized German manufacturers of pro-

duction equipment neither had the financial support nor the technological capa-

bilities to establish large solar PV manufacturing operations. Nevertheless, the

ability to develop manufacturing equipment required access to engineering

knowledge about mass production. The most important sources of such comple-

mentary skills for German equipment producers were Chinese manufacturers.

Already in 2000, Centrotherm, a German manufacturer of solar production lines,

began selling its products to Chinese customers. Others quickly followed.114

Between 2000 and 2007, the export quota for German PV equipment producers

rose from 10 percent to 51 percent, most of it destined for Chinese factories.115

113 Author interviews: CTO and director of R&D at Chinese solar manufacturer, August 26, 2011;

CTO, Chinese wind turbine manufacturer, August 29, 2011; president, solar PV firm, August 24,

2011.

114 Nussbaumer et al. (2007), 109.

115 EuPD Research data cited in Fischedick and Bechberger (2009), 26.
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In interviews, German equipment suppliers reported that the scale of production

activities and access to large-scale financing for manufacturing plants afforded

their Chinese partners the option of setting aside considerable resources to test

new production equipment. Several Chinese firms constructed demonstration

facilities with full test production lines—so-called “Golden Lines”—on which

new technologies could be developed in collaboration with German equipment

suppliers.116 An analysis of 178 Sino-German technology collaborations between

2010 and 2012 conducted by the German Ministry for Research and Technology

revealed more than a dozen such interactions between German machine builders

and Chinese renewable energy firms.117

More than mere customers, Chinese manufacturers became long-term part-

ners in the development of production equipment for new solar PV technologies.

In the process of bringing new solar technologies from lab to market, China’s pro-

ducers were willing to take considerable risks in the development and application

of new production technologies and materials. Schmid and Centrotherm, two

German equipment suppliers, experimented with the development of production

equipment for selective emitter cells, but were unable to find German producers

willing to partner on the commercialization of this new technology. Ultimately, it

was Chinese cell manufacturers that in 2009 were willing to collaborate with

German suppliers on developing production equipment for elective emitter

cells, adjusting their own production processes to test and optimize the new equip-

ment together with German engineers.118 Roth and Rau, another German equip-

ment supplier, in 2010 entered a similar agreement with a Chinese solar

manufacturer for the development of production equipment for a new thin-film

technology.119 Although Chinese manufacturers sourced basic production equip-

ment from domestic suppliers, production lines for the latest PV technologies con-

tinued to be developed in Sino-German collaborations.120

American solar startups with limited capabilities in commercialization or the

development of automation technology similarly relied on global networks to

access complementary skills. For instance, Innovalight, a U.S. startup, developed

a nanomaterial with application in the solar industry with funding from the

Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory

116 Author interviews: CEO, Chinese solar manufacturer, August 10, 2011; CEO, Chinese solar

manufacturer, August 26, 2011; chief engineer, Chinese solar manufacturer, March 31, 2015.

117 Grune and Heilmann (2012).

118 Neuhoff (2012), 156.

119 Roth and Rau (2010).

120 Author interviews: managing partner, German solar PV equipment manufacturer, May 10,

2011; head of R&D, German solar PV equipment manufacturer, May 11, 2011; CEO of German

solar equipment manufacturer, May 20, 2011.
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(NREL). Although Innovalight and its research partners in the United States were

able to determine that the nanomaterial could increase cell efficiency by up to 50

percent, it was through collaboration with a Chinese partner, JA Solar, that

Innovalight was able to commercialize its technology. Under a collaborative devel-

opment agreement, engineers from JA Solar and Innovalight jointly adapted the

technology for use in mass manufacturing and successfully incorporated the

newmaterial in existing production processes in JA Solar’smanufacturing facilities

in China. The production lines on which initial tests occurred were developed in

collaboration with the German firm Roth & Rau.121 JA Solar’s focus on innovation

related to scale-up andmass production ultimately enabled the commercialization

of Innovalight’s technology, which the startup was subsequently able to sell to a

wide range of solar manufacturers in China.122

Chinese, German, and American wind energy firms similarly relied on collab-

oration to access the full range of skills required to bring new technologies to

market. Among the thirty-one largest wind turbine manufacturers in China,

sixteen entered license agreements with foreign firms, fourteen entered joint-

development contracts, six autonomously developed wind turbine technologies,

and three were joint venture operations. Seven firms both had joint-development

and licensing agreements with foreign firms.123 These relationships with supply

firms, joint venture partners, and license grantors were not cases of one-directional

technology transfers. Nor were they attempts to simply emulate the capabilities of

firms in advanced economies. Through their focus on innovative manufacturing—

capabilities located at the intersection of traditional R&D and manufacturing—

engineering teams in Chinese wind firms re-designed foreign-developed technol-

ogies so that they could be manufactured cheaper, faster, and at greater scale. By

replacing materials and through the reconfiguration of internal product architec-

tures of wind turbines and specific components, Chinese turbine manufacturers

improved on foreign-developed technologies and in many cases significantly

changed product designs.124 As the example of China’s Goldwind and

Germany’s Vensys illustrates, such collaborative firm learning focused on succes-

sive generations of wind turbine technologies without changing the basic division

of labor between Chinese firms and foreign partners (Table 5).

For German suppliers with capabilities in the development of complex com-

ponents and prototypes but with little experience in scale-up to mass production,

Chinese turbine producers became important partners in the commercialization

121 Osborne (2009).

122 Nahm and Steinfeld (2014).

123 List compiled from Lewis (2013), 136–37; Wang (2010), 197–203.

124 Nahm and Steinfeld (2014).
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of new technologies. In 2009, for instance, a Chinese wind turbine producer

acquired a ten-year exclusive license for the manufacturing of a groundbreaking

wind turbine design from a German supplier without in-house mass production

capabilities. Although the German firm developed the turbine design—a new

turbine technology which offers greater reliability and versatility through new

and lightweight components—the design for manufacturability occurred on the

site of the Chinese manufacturer. Engineers employed by the Chinese firm

made design changes to simplify tooling and assembly processes, and, in cooper-

ation with other local firms, reduced costs by localizing sourcing and by introduc-

ing substitutematerials. Additional design adjustments were thenmade during the

commercialization process to accommodate requirements formass production.125

For U.S. wind energy firms with capabilities in the invention of new technol-

ogies, global partners supplied both components and design-for-manufacturing

expertise. Even General Electric (GE), which entered the wind industry during

the late 1990s through the acquisition of several smaller wind turbine startups,

relied on capabilities in external firms while retaining a focus on invention. GE

gearboxes, for instance, were developed in collaboration with the German firm

Eickhoff. According to GE’s chief wind engineer, Vincent Schelling, GE has to

“put the knowledge in the gearbox manufacturers’ hands. It would be better if

we designed the gearbox and they built it, but we don’t have all the knowledge.”126

Over time, as increasing global demand for wind turbines necessitated ever larger

manufacturing runs, Chinese suppliers offered engineering capabilities focused

not on technological improvement, but on changing product designs to accommo-

date lower-cost manufacturing processes.127 As early as 2006, GE began co-devel-

oping gearboxes with Nanjing-based NGC to take advantage of local expertise in

mass production, while continuing to rely on its existing German suppliers for

small batch production runs and prototyping during early commercialization.128

By 2008, more than half of NGC’s products were exported and their gearboxes

were used in a wide range of GE wind turbines in all of GE’s global markets.129

Of course, not all firms entered such global relationships. In Germany, early

solar PV manufacturers tried to compete with Chinese competitors head-on, fre-

quently failing to match Chinese capabilities in scale-up and rapidly falling

125 Author interviews: CEO, European wind turbine engineering firm, May 20, 2011; CTO,

Chinese wind turbine manufacturer, August 29, 2011.

126 de Vries (2013); Windpower Monthly (2005).

127 Author interviews: plant manager of German generator manufacturer, May 17, 2011; head of

China operations, global wind turbine manufacturer, January 21, 2011; head of China operations,

European turbine manufacturer, October 28, 2010.

128 Windpower Monthly (2006).

129 Windpower Monthly (2008).
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prices.130 Lacking the institutional infrastructure that supportedmassmanufactur-

ing capabilities in China, Germanmanufacturing firms failed to raise the necessary

funds to expand production facilities and were unable to hire engineers with the

same production experience.131 Small American suppliers often had difficulty

diversifying into wind and solar sectors, as they were unable to find global partners

for collaboration. Having historically relied on multinational firms for access to

global markets, smaller U.S. firms had few institutional resources that could help

establish collaborative relationships.132 In successful cases, however, the ability to

utilize external capabilities through collaboration in global supply chains enabled

Chinese, German, and American firms to enter wind and solar sectors with highly

specialized capabilities and without establishing in-house the full range of skills

required to bring new renewable technologies to market. It is because such com-

plementary capabilities could be accessed externally that firms were able to build

on local institutional legacies and maintain distinct upgrading trajectories over

time.

4. Conclusion

This article has argued that cross-national patterns of industrial specialization con-

tinue to diverge, even in new sectors such as wind energy and solar PV. Although

firms in China, Germany, and the United States have all participated in the devel-

opment of new technologies in renewable energy industries, they have done so

through the incremental improvement of existing strengths and by repurposing

existing domestic resources and institutions for application in new industries.

In contrast to existing literatures, this research indicates that new possibilities

for specialization in the global economy have enabled, not hindered, firms to craft

these distinct paths for participation in wind and solar sectors. Opportunities to

access complementary skills through global partners have relieved firms of

having to master all the activities required to develop and to commercialize new

technologies. This has opened the way for firms to renew and augment existing

national industrial practices, instead of abandoning them in favor of global best

practices. Such continued national diversity in the structures of production and

firms’ industrial capabilities did not result from the state protecting the domestic

130 See, for instance, McKillop (2013).

131 Author interview, CTO, Managing Director Asia, German solar manufacturer, December 23,

2010.

132 Author Interviews: CEO of metal forming manufacturer, October 24, 2012; CEO of aerospace

supplier, April 27, 2012; CEO of steel manufacturing firm, October 24, 2012; CEO of Silicon Valley

solar startup, August 24, 2011.
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economy from the competitive pressures of globalization or from sticky institu-

tional legacies. Rather, the findings presented here suggest that divergence in

industrial specialization followed from individual firm choices to compete

through the augmentation of existing industrial strengths, actively applying

legacy institutions and resources in new industries.

As emerging industries, wind and solar sectors offer insights into industrial

specialization in sectors that developed after the rise of global firm networks.

Patterns of industrial specialization are likely to look different in legacy industries,

in which vertically-integrated incumbents and production structures established

before the rise of global chains continue to affect the division of labor. Recent

scholarship offers some indication, however, that similar patterns of specialization

are also emerging in other sectors. Breznitz and Murphree, for instance, have

argued that Chinese electronics firms have developed innovative capabilities

focused on rapid commercialization, while leaving invention and the development

of production equipment to firms in other parts of the world.133 Herrigel et al., in a

study of German auto andmachine tool firms and their relationships with Chinese

manufacturers, have shown that in these sectors, too, distinct industrial capabili-

ties have led to collaboration and multi-directional learning among German firms

and Chinese partners.134 Such outcomes are consistent with the data presented

here.

The case of contemporary wind and solar sectors raises two broader questions

about future patterns of industrial specialization. The first concerns the possibility

that the distinct trajectories of learning observed in each of these locations may

begin to converge over time, as firms’ collaboration in global networks allows pro-

ducers in developing economies to acquire the R&D capabilities of their foreign

partners. Barely three decades old, wind and solar sectors are rapidly developing

industries, and there is indeed the possibility that firms eventually begin to

encroach on each other’s competitive strategies. Two reasons suggest, however,

that this is unlikely to be the case. First, as this article has argued, wind and

solar firms have thus far followed distinct trajectories. They have done so in two

industries characterized by tacit knowledge and global networks that are not hier-

archically controlled by individual lead firms, characteristics GVC scholarship

tends to associate with increased opportunities for emulation.135 As discussed

above, more than a decade after China’s Goldwind first began to collaborate

with the German firm Vensys, the division of labor between the two firms

remains intact, even as the types of technologies they jointly develop has

133 Breznitz and Murphree (2011).

134 Herrigel et al. (2013).

135 Gereffi (1994); Gereffi et al. (2005).
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changed over time (Table 5). The second reason is simply that specialization is self-

reinforcing. To break into the competitive niches of firms in other parts of theworld

now requires the development of ever more advanced technological capabilities

without the support offered by the same type of domestic institutions.

The second question raised by this work concerns the economic viability of the

different trajectories of specialization over time. Renewable energy firms in China,

Germany, and the United States are differently exposed to the risks of two emerg-

ing industries that continue to be highly dependent on government support.

German suppliers with diversified product portfolios are less vulnerable to the vol-

atility of renewable energy markets than China’s manufacturers, which have

invested large sums in single-purpose production facilities. As manufacturing

wages continue to rise in China, these firms will have to rely on their knowl-

edge-intensive manufacturing skills to compete. While this will entail learning

and augmentation of existing capabilities, the case of Germany suggests that

such manufacturing-based competitive strategies can be sustained even in high-

wage, high-benefit locations. Differences across these different specializations also

exist in terms of job creation and the ease of entering global networks. U.S. start-

ups, for instance, create far fewer domestic jobs than their Chinese partners or

German suppliers, fueling U.S. anxiety about the decline of the domestic manufac-

turing sector. Insertion into global firm networks is easier for highly networked

German firms and Chinese manufacturers, whose large domestic market naturally

attracts foreign partners, than for small U.S. startups without such support.

Ultimately, the evidence presented here suggests that the viability of each tra-

jectory of specialization is now heavily dependent on the ability to access comple-

mentary capabilities in other parts of the world. While policy-makers may not be

able to change the fundamental risks and rewards of each of these specializations,

there is a role for the state in helping firms participate in global networks. The chal-

lenge may not be to preserve distinct national structures of production against the

pressures of globalization and to prevent competition through trade barriers and

import tariffs, but to ensure that sufficient numbers of domestic firms can apply

their capabilities to new opportunities in global industries. Governments may be

best advised to craft policies that allow for repurposing and firm experimentation

without shutting off access to global partners in the hope that new activities will

locate domestically.
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